Huge Jujiang response to six down under artists

"Wild Dogs from Down Under" recently returned from an artist-cultured exchange to Bass Pro's outer city of Jujiang, China. Members of the Bass Pro's Shire amateur group Kerrie Watson, Louise Ryan, Ellen Hartmann, Jenny Moir, Andrew Coutu, and Gary Miles, said they were overwhelmed by the warm welcome and hospitality of the Jujiang people and local government.

The group visited Jujiang from March 25 to April 5, arriving in Jujiang with great anticipation and excitement. The Jujiang people welcomed the artists with open arms and treated them to a variety of local dishes.

The artists were also invited to participate in a local arts festival, where they showcased their works to a large audience.

"We were touched by the warm hospitality and generosity of the Jujiang people," said Kerrie Watson. "Our stay in Jujiang was a wonderful experience and we hope to return soon."